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BALTO-SLAVIC ACCENTUATION:  
SOME NEWS TRAVELS SLOWLY 

Since 1973 I have been advocating the view that the Balto-Slavic acute tone 
was in fact glottalic and has been preserved unchanged in originally stressed and 
unstressed syllables in Žemaitian and Latvian, respectively (e.g. 1975, 1977, 
1985, 1998). Jay Jasanoff has now (2004) adopted the gist of my view, but with-
out mentioning my name. It may therefore be useful to sketch the background of 
our differences and to point out the remaining discrepancies. 

More than twenty years ago there was a discussion between Jasanoff (1983) 
and Schmalstieg (1983) about final syllables in Slavic. As I pointed out in my 
comment (1983), the discussion was strongly reminiscent of the one which almost 
a century earlier took place between Streitberg (1892) and Hirt (1893), the former 
author insisting upon tonal distinctions and the latter upon the place of the stress 
for the explanation of timbre distinctions in final syllables. In his contribution, 
Jasanoff came up with solutions that had been proposed eighty years earlier by 
Holger Pedersen (1905) in an article which he evidently had not seen. Some news 
travels slowly. 

In the meantime our knowledge of Slavic accentuation has increased dramati-
cally (cf. Kortlandt 1979 for an introduction). It should be clear by now that there 
is no evidence for an original prosodic distinction between Indo-European acute 
and circumflex syllables either in Indo-Iranian, where a hiatus represents an inter-
vocalic laryngeal, or in Greek, where an original circumflex reflects an earlier hia-
tus from a lost intervocalic laryngeal, or in Germanic, where the difference be-
tween short and long reflexes is fully explained in terms of segmental features and 
well-motivated analogical developments, or in Balto-Slavic, where the acute is a 
broken tone reflecting Indo-European laryngeals and preglottalized stops (Win-
ter’s law) and the circumflex represents lengthened grade and contractions (cf. 
Kortlandt 1986 for discussion). One may therefore wonder about the motivation 
for Jasanoff to stick to the neogrammarian assumption of tonal distinctions and to 
ignore the contrary evidence. 

While twenty years ago Jasanoff still invoked a circumflex gen.pl. ending 
*-õm for Indo-European in order to account for the disyllabic scansion in Vedic 
-ām (-aam), the circumflex tone in Greek -õn, and the long -o in Gothic feminines 
and elsewhere in Germanic and was eager to find a new way around the Balto-
Slavic counter-evidence (1983: 187), he has now (2004: 248f.) abandoned the 
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first two pieces of evidence and limited the argument to the Germanic ending. In 
fact, all Indo-European languages except Greek point to a short gen.pl. ending 
*-om. Since I have discussed the gen.pl. ending in detail elsewhere (1978, see also 
1983: 170-174), I shall not take the matter up again here. Suffice it to say that 
Jasanoff has not answered the points which I raised in connection with the Ger-
manic data (ibidem). Nor shall I discuss Jasanoff’s arbitrary reconstructions *-õ 
and *-ōn for the masc. nom.sg. ending of Old High German gumo and Gothic 
guma, respectively (2004: 250). 

For Balto-Slavic, Jasanoff now assumes that the loss of the Indo-European la-
ryngeals yielded new long vowels which were subsequently shortened with con-
comitant glottalization, thus giving rise to a “broken tone” (2004: 251). This su-
perfluous assumption of lengthening and subsequent shortening gets him into 
difficulties because earlier long vowels (from lengthened grade and contractions) 
remained distinct from the new long vowels (which arose from the loss of the la-
ryngeals). Jasanoff partly remedies these difficulties by assuming an additional 
series of lengthenings of earlier long vowels, yielding “hyperlong” vowels. These 
lengthenings concern (1) long vowels from contractions after the loss of an inter-
vocalic laryngeal (corresponding to the Indo-Iranian hiatus and the Greek original 
circumflex), then (2) lengthened grade vowels in “absolute final position” which 
allegedly received an “extra mora of length” following a special ad hoc rule which 
supposedly operated in both Germanic and Balto-Slavic in order to account for 
such instances as OHG gumo (but not Gothic guma) and Lith. akmuõ and duktė̃ 
(Jasanoff 2004: 249f.), then after the rise of glottalization (3) Lith. long vowel 
preterits such as ė̃jo and srė̃bė “under the influence of related forms” (Jasanoff 
2004: 252), then (4) Lith. i- and u-diphthongs in final syllables which were not 
monophthongized such as dat.sg. -ui < *-ōi and inst.pl. -ais < *-ōis, and (5) vow-
els and diphthongs in Slavic mobile paradigms. In spite of the exceedingly high 
number of special assumptions, there remain a substantial number of counter-
examples which Jasanoff does not discuss. 

The fact of the matter is that the glottalic feature of the Balto-Slavic “broken 
tone” is the phonetic reflex of the Indo-European laryngeals (and preglottali-
zation) and that original long vowels (from lengthened grade and early contrac-
tions) simply remained long vowels and never became acute. It follows that 
Jasanoff has missed the following categories (cf. Kortlandt 1986: 154f. and 1997: 
26): 

(1) Lengthened grade vowels before final resonants which were not lost, e.g. Lat-
vian âbuõls ‘apple’, SCr. žȅrāv ‘crane’, Czech žeráv. These words represent the 
same category as Lith. akmuõ ‘stone’ and duktė̃ ‘daughter’. 
(2) Lengthened grade vowels in the sigmatic aorist, e.g. SCr. 1st sg. dònijeh beside 
donèsoh ‘brought’, ùmrijeh ‘died’, zàklēh ‘swore’. This category is reflected in 
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the East Baltic long vowel preterit, e.g. Lith. srė̃bė ‘sipped’, cf. Vedic ásrāk 
‘emitted’. 
(3) Lengthened grade vowels in original root nouns, e.g. Lith. gėlà ‘pain’, žolė̃ 
‘grass’, mėsà ‘meat’, SCr. rȉječ ‘word’, čȃr ‘magic’, sȃm ‘alone’, Czech čár, čára, 
sám. The circumflex reflex of the lengthened grade vowel contrasts with the acute 
of laryngeal origin in the verb, e.g. Lith. gélti ‘ache’, SCr. žȁliti ‘mourn’, also 
Lith. žélti ‘grow’. 
(4) Lengthened grade vowels before a laryngeal, which was lost. These are found 
in the following subcategories: 
(4a) The 2nd and 3rd sg. form of the sigmatic aorist, e.g. SCr. dȃ ‘gave’ < *dōs, lȋ 
‘poured’ < *lēis, as opposed to 1st sg. dȁh < *doHs-, lȉh < *leHis-, cf. Vedic in-
junctive stoṣam ‘I praise’, jeṣam ‘I conquer’, with full grade vocalism (Kortlandt 
1987). 
(4b) The metatony in the Lithuanian future, e.g. duõs ‘will give’, liẽs ‘will pour’, 
as opposed to bùs ‘will be’, lìs ‘will rain’, dialectally also žinõs ‘will know’, 
stovė̃s ‘will stand’, kalbė̃s ‘will speak’ beside rašìs ‘will write’, darìs ‘will do’, 
sakìs ‘will say’ (Zinkevičius 1966: 361). The metatony reflects the loss of a laryn-
geal after a lengthened grade vowel in the aorist injunctive, e.g. *dōs, *lēis. 
(4c) Root nouns with loss of a laryngeal after a lengthened grade vowel, viz. Lat-
vian sā̀ls ‘salt’, gùovs ‘cow’, cf. Lith. sólymas ‘brine’. 
(4d) The Lith. nom.sg. ending -ė̃, which was generalized from the root noun that 
is represented in arklìdė ‘stable’, avìdė ‘sheepfold’, alùdė ‘pub’, pelùdė ‘chaff 
store’, cf. Vedic -dhā́, Latin -dēs. 

Apart from the totally inadequate presentation of the evidence, Jasanoff gives a 
mistaken interpretation of several Lithuanian case endings (2004: 253). He claims 
that dat.sg. -ui < *-ōi and inst.pl. -ais < *-ōis are “only secondarily circumflex” 
because the acute was lost “in final nuclei that could not be shortened to a single 
mora” in spite of the fact that they did not attract the stress in accordance with 
Saussure’s law. This is clearly wrong because the 1st and 2nd sg. endings -aũ and 
-aĩ did attract the stress in accordance with Saussure’s law before they became 
circumflex (cf. Kortlandt 1977: 327f.). Moreover, this new circumflex is limited 
to a part of the Lithuanian dialects only. Contrary to Jasanoff’s statement, the 
Lith. endings -ui and -ais are identical with their Greek cognates -õi and -oĩs. 

Jasanoff states that for “reasons that are still not entirely clear” pronominal 
nom.pl. *-oi became acute in Balto-Slavic, as reflected in Lith. gerì, geríeji, and 
appears secondarily as circumflex -ai in nouns, e.g. vilkaĩ. In fact, circumflex -ai 
is also found with derived adjectives in -is, e.g. auksìniai ‘golden’, jaunùčiai 
‘very young’, and dialectally in pronominal endings. Elsewhere I have argued that 
circumflex -ai and acute -ie represent unstressed masculine *-oi and stressed neu-
ter *-aH-i, respectively (1994, also 1997: 28f.). These two endings were in com-
plementary distribution after original barytone neuters had become masculines in 
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Balto-Slavic. It follows that the acute reflects an Indo-European laryngeal and the 
circumflex its absence. 

For Slavic, Jasanoff maintains that (1) “accented acute vowels came to differ 
from accented non-acute vowels only in their pitch contour” and (2) “unaccented 
acute vowels ceased to be phonetically distinguishable from non-acute vowels at 
all” (2004: 254). Both statements are false. As I have argued in detail elsewhere 
(1975, 1989), the Indo-European laryngeals remained segmental phonemes up to 
the end of the Balto-Slavic period, were then lost in pretonic and post-posttonic 
syllables in early Slavic, became a prosodic feature at the time of the mo-
nophthongizations, had nothing to do with the rise of phonemic pitch contours, 
gave rise to new timbre distinctions when the broken tone was lost in posttonic 
syllables, and eventually gave rise to short rising vowels, as opposed to long ris-
ing vowels reflecting the Balto-Slavic circumflex and falling vowels which arose 
in Slavic mobile paradigms. Thus, Slovene bràt ‘brother’ and pǫ́t ‘way’ reflect the 
presence versus absence of a laryngeal (Greek phrā́tēr versus póntos) in the dis-
tinction between short and long root vowel, while the falling tone is found in both 
dȃr ‘gift’ and vọ̑z ‘carriage’ (Gr. dõron vs. ókhos). The distinction between acute 
(short) and non-acute (long) vowels in posttonic syllables is well preserved in the 
SCr. suffixes -at, -av, -ica, -ina versus -ār, -īk, -īn, -īna (cf. Dybo 1968), among 
other instances. Jasanoff adds that the acute was also lost in unaccented syllables 
in Lithuanian (2004: 254). Again, this is a simplification which holds true for the 
literary language, but not for the dialects (cf. Aleksandravičius 1957, Grinaveckis 
1973). 

I conclude that Jasanoff’s distorted picture of Balto-Slavic accentuation is a re-
sult of insufficient knowledge of the data and the scholarly literature. Some news 
travels slowly, alas. 
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